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Introduction

The high-quality education of Finland is based on high-quality teacher training. Since teaching is a respected profession universities can select the most suitable and motivated students (from all applicants). At all levels teachers are required to have a Master’s Degree and universities are allowed to decide on their curriculum independently within a certain framework. The goal is to train research-oriented teachers who have the ability to solve problems independently. Teacher training also includes pedagogical studies (60 ECTS¹) and guided teaching practice. Teacher training must constantly evolve to face the challenges in society, such as technological development and changing working life skills. In Finland, teachers have the freedom and possibility to work in the way they choose, which is based on confidence in teachers. The purpose of teacher training is to provide graduating teachers with versatile and necessary knowledge and skills. (Niemi & Jakku-Sihvonen, 2011; Sahlberg, 2007)

Teacher graduates face rapidly changing society through their work at school and the school must respond to the demands of changing society. According to Väliljärvi (2005), future teachers are expected to have more and more knowledge and skills to face and understand the challenges of changing society. They must respond to these changes and develop the school system. Thus, one of the tasks of teacher education is to train teachers who have the skills and knowledge that future citizens will need. To refer these future citizens’ skills and knowledge, international research and education planners have developed the concept 21st century skills/learning (Partnership for 21st century skills, 2011; Häkkinen, Juntunen & Laakkonen, 2012; Lankinen, 2010). Future skills and knowledge include, among others, critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, creativity, and the use of information technology in education and in learning environments (Kuuskorpi, 2012; Ananiadou & Claro, 2009). In Finland, teachers’ professional competence is of high quality, and employers’ confidence in their abilities is strong. Each teacher defines how they incorporate 21st CS in their classroom. Many teachers also focus on social and cooperative skills. However, some studies show that teachers prefer traditional teaching and learning situations (for example teacher centered teaching methods) over 21st CS, and they consider 21st CS as the most demanding part of the curriculum. (Adamson & Darling-Hammond, 2010). A study conducted by Norrena, Kankaanranta and Nieminen (2011) showed that many of the schools participating their research lack understanding of what 21st century skills are and how they can be applied to learning situations. Thus, teachers need better possibilities for professional development to be able to apply 21st century skills in learning situations. The aim of this research is to examine the manifestation of the above mentioned skills (critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, creativity, and the use of information technology) in the learning whole plans that teacher students (n=21) created and in their work during the classroom practice period. From the point of view of teacher education it is important to get more information of how our
students have learnt to use 21st CS in practice. So far, however, there has been little discussion about 21st CS in teacher education. What is not yet clear is the impact of studies during teacher education on teacher students’ skills to apply 21st CS in the practice.

Examining Future Skills

Future teachers are required to understand what knowledge means in the future as regards teaching and learning. Teachers must have a sufficient understanding of enhancing and applying 21st century skills. As the educator of future teachers, teacher training has a remarkable role in ensuring that teachers have sufficiently information and skills so that they master these skills. This requires a determined and investigative approach so that putting these skills into practice can be supported and examined during education.

In the introduction we referred to international research and education planning as regards the implementation of the concept future skills (for example Partnership for 21st century skills, 2011). The concepts future skills, 21st century skills, and citizen skills are used as equal in this article. The basis for all three concepts is 21st CS which have been defined in different ways and from different points of view. The definitions of the international research project Assessment and Teaching for 21st Century Skills (ATC21S) are based on vast international co-operation that also Finland took part in. In Europe, 21st century skills have mainly been defined according to The European Reference Framework of Key Competences 2009 report (Gordon et al., 2009), which is based on the European Union Lifelong Learning program. In addition, the definitions of 21st CS used in this study are based on definitions used in a program of The International Society for Technology (NETS) called Partnership for 21st Century Skills that defines 21st century skills (P21Skills 2011).

Our study focuses on four central 21st CS, which are critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, creativity, and the use of information technology (see Table 1). These skills are central skills of thinking, working, and mastery of tools, and they are considered central also in the class teacher adult education curriculum of Kokkola University Consortium Chydenius.

Collaboration means communal activity between pupils that is based on the reliance that everyone makes an effort to achieve shared goals. It is essential that ideas and thoughts are elaborated together, and the goal is that pupils can excel themselves when getting ideas, help and support from each other and the teacher. (Hakkarainen, Bollström-Huttunen, Pyysalo & Lonka, 2005) Critical thinking and problem solving mean for example effective analyzing and the ability to assess claims and beliefs, as well as to solve different unfamiliar problems in innovative ways. (Adamson & Darling-Hammond, 2010) In this study, creativity is seen as the ability to produce novel solutions to familiar problem situations, or to use old means in new ways. In
classroom situations creativity reflects in pupils’ possibilities to use imagination and be inventive and encouraged to express their own ideas, as well as to build understanding of things without rush. These skills will be required of future employees, and therefore school must invest in them. Education enables a pupil to fully participate in the operation of modern society. Also the pupil’s activity, creativity, resourcefulness, persistence and cooperativeness can be developed through these skills. The school world has talked about the importance of problem solving skills for decades, but their use in school needs to be put effort on. The results of latest Pisa study show that Finland succeeded well in problem solving skills. One reason for this success was persistence in problem solving. It was the strongest among analogue countries and twice as great as the average in OECD countries. Thus, encouraging persistence successfully has an especially great role in making problem solving skills better in Finland. Another reason was pupils’ open-minded attitude towards problem solving tasks, which was shown in Finland’s results more strongly than in any other country. (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2014.) Methods that are based on problem solving skills can be used to support also creative group processes that require cooperative skills and creative thinking and attitude of group members.

In addition to absorbing knowledge, more attention is now being paid on acquiring skills as well. Acquiring skills demands learning situations that allow collaboration, working on authentic problems, and commitment to community. This requires untraditional strategies and pupil-centered methods as well as teachers’ genuine interest in making teaching and learning better. The mastery of future skills should be seen as a broader concept than the concept skill in general. Mastering future skills requires one to have deeper, procedural knowledge that synthesizes information and skills (Ryle 1949). Dewey (1929), already, had the idea about skills or know-how. There are two levels in acquiring skills: on the first level one is able to use the skills and on the second level one can apply skills according to situations. Thus, experience of 21st century skills is not the same as to practice them. Experience has to do with using skills in learning situations, but practice includes an effort to develop these skills by, for example, reflecting on what went wrong or making strategies to be able do better. Practice also demands feedback. (Rotherham & Willingham, 2010.) According to Ananiadou and Claro (2009), 21st century competence can be divided into competence and skills. This means that skill is understood as an ability to perform a task or solve problems. Competence, on the other hand, is the ability to apply learning outcomes appropriately in different situations. Thus, competence is a broader concept that may comprise different skills, but also knowledge or attitudes.
# Table 1. 21st Century Skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21st Century Learning Skills</th>
<th>Thinking and Problem Solving Skills</th>
<th>Interpersonal and Self-Directional Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information and Communication Skills</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and Systems Thinking</td>
<td>Interpersonal and Collaborative Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Media Literacy Skills</td>
<td>• Exercising sound reasoning.</td>
<td>• Demonstrating teamwork and working productively with others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accessing and managing information.</td>
<td>• Making complex choices.</td>
<td>• Demonstrating the ability to adapt to varied roles and responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Integrating and creating information.</td>
<td>• Understanding the interconnections among systems.</td>
<td>• Exercising empathy and respecting diverse perspectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluating and analyzing information.</td>
<td><strong>Problem Identification, Formulation &amp; Solution</strong></td>
<td><strong>Self-Direction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills</td>
<td>Ability to</td>
<td>• Monitoring one’s own understanding and learning needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding, managing, and creating effective communication</td>
<td>• frame,</td>
<td>• Locating resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• orally,</td>
<td>• analyze,</td>
<td>• Transferring learning from one domain to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• in writing,</td>
<td>• solve problems.</td>
<td><strong>Accountability and Adaptability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• using multimedia.</td>
<td><strong>Creativity and Intellectual Curiosity</strong></td>
<td>• Exercising personal responsibility and flexibility in personal, workplace and community contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To develop,</td>
<td>• Setting and meeting high standards and goals for oneself and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• implement,</td>
<td><strong>Social Responsibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• communicate</td>
<td>• Acting responsibly with the interests of the larger community in mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• new ideas to</td>
<td>• Demonstrating ethical behavior in personal, workplace and community contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Finland, the focus has been especially on improving pupils’ metacognitive and learning to learn skills. The national core curriculum for basic education is a document that describes the most important skills and essential concepts on an annual basis. The curriculum guides teachers in communal development of a local curriculum and evaluation. The aim is to encourage pupils to take an active role in their learning: to find, analyze and use information in problem solving. The current curriculum includes some 21st CS, such as peer learning, pupils’ responsibility of their learning and using and applying strategies in novel contexts. At the moment, the national core curriculum is being reformed, and the new curriculum will comprise 21st CS better, also at legislative level. According to Adamson and Darling-Hammond (2010) the curriculum frameworks provide direction for teacher training, professional development, and classroom practice.

The Final Practice Period in Adult Class Teacher Education

In Finland universities are autonomous in planning teacher education curricula and their implementation in teaching practice. National legislation only gives major guidelines for teacher education and does not regulate how many hours pre-service teachers engage in practice. Commonly in the beginning, practical studies guide pre-service teachers to observe school life and the pupils from an educational perspective, and then they focus on specific subject areas and pupils’ learning processes. Finally, pre-service teachers take holistic responsibility in their teaching and schools. (Niemi & Jakku-Sihvonen, 2011) In the field of modern Teacher Education, the idea is to support the teacher’s own professionalism. Teaching practice for future teachers follows an experimental approach, in which teachers research their own work. Teaching sessions which follow the experimental approach provide a way for the students to form their own educational philosophy based on theory and practice.

Background of the Adult Class Teacher Education in Kokkola University Consortium

Kokkola University Consortium Chydenius, in co-operation with the Faculty of Education at the University of Jyväskylä, arranges continuation courses leading to the degree of Master of Education and qualification as a primary school teacher. The Department of Education in Kokkola is the only permanent department in Finland which offers adult education for primary school class teachers. The educational program became permanent in 1994, which was a significant acknowledgement from the University of Jyväskylä towards the development work done at the Kokkola University Consortium Chydenius (Valli & Meriläinen, 2008). The students come from a large area, nowadays increasingly from Western and Southern Finland. The education started as additional training in 1988, when its principal task was to reduce the national shortage of teachers. In addition to this, developing the teacher
education curriculum and adult pedagogy became a central challenge. The annual intake of adult students for training as primary school teachers is 40 persons. All the students are required to have prior university studies and teaching experience. That is why the average age of the students is about 30-35 years. The studies last for 2 to 2.5 years, depending on the agreed individual study plan.

My Own Class Practicum

The class teacher education curriculum in Kokkola University Consortium Chydenius is built to support pre-service teachers’ growth towards a deep teachership in the modern world. The learning process needs more collaboration; more project-based learning, more thinking, more analyzing, creativity etc. Teachers’ work and the development of the teaching profession must be supported already during the studies so that one has ability and understanding to utilize different learning environments and modern tools easily and naturally in teaching and learning. Understanding how 21st century skills connect to this is a central part of teachers’ professional development, as Meriläinen and Piispanen (2012) argue in their report.

The final student teaching period in the Kokkola teacher education model is called My Own Class practicum (8 ECTS). According to Valli and Meriläinen (2006), this practicum is unique in Finnish teacher education, because in other teacher education programs student teaching is mainly organized in special training schools, owned by universities. In our teacher education program this practicum is organized in ordinary schools. My Own Class practice period can be seen as a training session which really resembles the work pre-service teachers will do as qualified teachers in their own classrooms after finishing their studies. The support they will get during the practicum is directed to those questions and issues that teachers meet in their daily work during the school year. Using modern information technology in making the training possible for all participants as well as making support easy to reach, we can offer our students a unique student teaching period in a very natural environment; an ordinary Finnish school with its daily routines.

My Own Class Practicum begins with contact teaching where pre-service students and their tutors together with the university teachers get to know the aims and contents of the forthcoming practice period. The tutors, who are qualified class teachers and will be working side by side with the pre-service teachers, are trained for their mission to help teacher students to grow in their profession during the practice period (Valli & Meriläinen, 2006). When the practice period begins, the pre-service teachers have already moved back to their home areas, where they have at least a one-term-long contract with a local school. Their tutors, the tutor teachers, work at the same school as our pre-service teachers, so distances between the university consortium and their working places can vary a lot.

During My Own Class Practicum, the students first draw a whole-term plan with integrated wholes that comprise the subject matter of the curriculum.
From that basis, they make more explicit and detailed short term plans for three weeks at a time. These plans also include goals for 21st century skills. In addition, the student teachers plan one school day when a university teacher can view their work in the classroom in real time. Students are guided beforehand in the planning work, and they get feedback from their plans. After the three-week student teaching period each student writes a synthesis, reflecting what he has learned and his own theory-in-use. This synthesis and the entire process is the basis for the final discussion with the tutor.

Research Tasks and Data

In Finland, teachers are allowed to choose the teaching methods they use, and so they also have freedom to choose where and when they implement 21st century skills. Therefore it is extremely important that graduating teachers have such professional abilities as to implement 21st CS in their work skillfully and with courage. Norrena, Kankaanranta and Nieminen (2011) refer in their article to Dali (1998), who writes that schools should prepare pupils to work as members of the future society. This can be understood as applying to teacher education as well, since teachers must be able to guide pupils towards skills needed in future society, at the moment 21st century skills.

In our research project we want to define how teacher students’ skills and knowledge as regards 21st CS transfer into practice when students start working as class teacher right after graduation. In this study we will explore graduating class teachers’ work during the final student teaching period (My Own Class practicum) from the perspective of 21st CS, especially the following skills: critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, creativity, and the use of technology. The research task is to define how these 21st century skills display in the work of the student teachers (n=21), more precisely in their learning whole plans and in their work during My Own Class practicum.

The research data was collected in September and October 2013 from student teachers participating in My Own Class practicum. The data consists of students’ teaching plans, videotaped lessons, and students’ reflective syntheses of their practice period. The video material (n=6) used as data in this study was chosen among all videotaped material (n=21) for reasons that they had taken into account all four above mentioned 21st century skills in the planning phase. The video material was used in defining how 21st CS were implemented. The reflective syntheses were used to explore the significance of 21st CS as part of pupils’ learning for the student teachers.

Research Methods and Analysis

The data was analyzed using qualitative content analysis. According to Chi (1997), content analysis is applied to study mainly verbal material. In content analysis, the researcher aims to analyze contents and structure related to the
studied phenomenon by making classifications or categorizations. Thereby, content analysis aims at producing information and understanding of the phenomenon in question (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992). In this study qualitative content analysis is the process where students’ teaching plans, videotaped lessons, and written syntheses are thematically classified and subjectively interpreted. We have aimed at identifying some 21st CS and their significance in student teaching in the data. The 21st CS that were chosen as the focus of this study, namely thinking skills, working skills, and tool skills, form the framework for classification. Critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, creativity, and technology skills were chosen as sub-categories of the above mentioned broader categories. The display of these skills in planning teaching as well as their incorporation in the classroom was explored in this study. In this article, content analysis is seen as the identification and categorization process of 21st century skills, and as the subjective interpretations made on the basis of the results.

**Research Results**

The results were taken under scrutiny firstly from the point of view of planning. Students’ whole-term plans clearly displayed emphasis on collaboration. Every student had described collaboration as the basis of teaching. Another skill that the students clearly wanted and aimed to improve was critical thinking and problem solving skills. This was apparent already in the first phase of planning, and the student described it as follows:

“My teaching aims at making pupils active in learning. Teaching is based on the earlier thinking structures of the pupil, which makes learning a goal-oriented process, often including problem solving. As a teacher I guide their learning and we will practice together, and thus pupils get from each other inspiration that improves their thinking and imagination.” (Pre-service teacher 20)

“The children practice working in pairs and different groups and problem solving.” (Pre-service teacher 8)

“As a teacher, I can try to support the development of a pupil’s own understanding. When a pupil gets a possibility to think and discover things himself, that will certainly improve his understanding. Learning through practice supports the application of information and knowledge in novel situations.” (Pre-service teacher 12)

In their short-term plans, students set goals also for 21st century skills. It was possible to detect different categories among the goals, such as collaborative skills, thinking skills and ICT literacy. Collaboration and ICT literacy were mentioned in all plans, but thinking skills (critical thinking and problem solving) only in six plans. The term creativity was mentioned in only
one of all plans, but pupils’ own thinking and creative processes had been taken into account in a couple of plans that mentioned the words imagination and own ideas. It was interesting that those students that had mentioned problem solving and critical thinking, had also taken creativity into account. Thus, students could be roughly divided into two categories according to their plans: students who take into consideration only collaboration and ICT literacy and students who take into account all four 21st CS (see Figure 1).

As mentioned, students were to plan a whole school day that the university teacher could follow in real time. These lessons were also saved for later scrutiny. Every student’s school day included collaboration. Pupils worked in pairs and groups doing different tasks. ICT skills were also used during all students’ school day. We chose six students, whose plans comprised all four 21st century skills, under closer scrutiny. Their saved school days and practicum syntheses formed the basis for a more detailed definition of a teacher who mastered 21st CS well in the practicum.

**Figure 1.** *Taking into Account 21st CS from Students’ Point Of View*

Next, we will briefly describe the school days implemented by six students, especially from the point of view of 21st century skills. The phenomena the students had chosen for the school day were related to travel agencies and outdoor guides, among others. Methods were mostly such that activated and involved the pupils. Creativity was shown, for example, in the soundscape that the pupils created with instruments according to their observations in the nature, or in pupils’ possibility to compose logos by themselves. The students commented this in the following way:

“Even during their break I heard pupils discuss about ideas on how to make a travel guide. During the first day the pupils created ever
“so fine and creative logos for their travel agencies.” (Pre-service teacher 7)

“It is important that pupils can express themselves in versatile ways and to experiment and practice with new tools.” (Pre-service teacher 2)

Problem solving occurred in, for example, situations where the pupils studied nature-related things in pairs in a problem-based way. Creativity and problem solving occurred best when there was not just one right answer for the problem, and the problems were related to the world outside school. ICT skills were used in multiple ways, taking into consideration the skills level of the pupils. First grade pupils took photos on their outdoor excursion and in pairs chose a photo that they wanted to include in the class’ common outdoor guide. They were also to critically assess the photos and give reasons for their choice. A student told us he had closely thought about questions he should ask the pupils in order to improve their thinking. One student’s pupils kept a diary with the computer in pairs during the entire practice period. The diary entries were expanded with theory gained from different sources. In generally, ICT skills were used in a very versatile way in the classrooms of the six students.

The students had described 21st century skills in their practicum syntheses and reflected what they had learned. The students were of the opinion that education had made them aware of 21st CS and provided them with a lot of good information. They also thought that earlier student teaching periods had given them 21st CS related experience. Pre-service teacher number 15 wrote:

“Education has provided me with 21st century skills as a part of my work. I was of the opinion they are impossible to implement with small pupils, but I have had to discard this belief following this practicum.”

The syntheses of the students showed that they considered themselves to be beginners in using 21st century skills in their teaching. The following statement illustrates this:

“Including 21st century skills in teaching is on experimental and practice level. I am making pupils aware of these skills little by little, and we will practice them for the future.” (Pre-service teacher 4)

Students were also enthusiastic about using ICT in teaching, and they felt confident with using ICT. The students had included technology permanently into teaching and considered it as an important part of learning. Like Hooper and Rieber (1995) say that the adoption of technology happens in phases, it can be said that the students have understood the pedagogical possibilities of technology, when the teacher redefines his teaching and the purpose of the
classroom, and with technology creates learning environments that support learning.

The students were of the opinion that collaboration has several positive effects on teaching and nearly all students emphasized the fact that it improves pupils’ motivation and responsibility. Students’ syntheses showed that they have found new perspectives into their work as teachers, which supports taking into account 21st century skills in the classroom. Pre-service teacher number 16 wrote in his synthesis:

“Now, being a teacher is more guiding pupils to become critical knowledge builders who can work in cooperation with different people and have courage and abilities to express themselves.”

Conclusions and Implications

Our results are in line with latest 21st century skills studies (Norrena, 2013; Adamson & Darling-Hammond, 2010; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2011). Jyrhämä (2002) states that a student may have acquired a lot of theoretical knowledge which has become a part of his theory-in-use, but applying it all in teaching situations may be challenging. Students’ different backgrounds and teaching experiences may affect their ability to apply the knowledge, which also partly explains this study’s results about the students’ abilities to implement 21st CS in practice. For some students adopting 21st CS is easier than for others. Some students have gained more experience in 21st CS during earlier student teaching periods, and therefore it was easier to take into account and apply the skills during My Own Class practicum. All students had experience in working as a teacher. Due to this one explaining factor of the results concerning 21st CS might be the confidence and understanding that work experience brings. There are differences between experienced and beginning teachers, which manifest itself in their ability to reflect on their work. Beginning teachers typically pay more attention to the subject than to the needs of pupils (Kansanen, 2004).

We noticed that the guidance students received had a great influence on how 21st CS were taken into account. It often happens that a student writes down 21st CS as learning objectives in plans, but they remain just concepts. A tutor’s task is to ask the student to form more concrete goals of the concepts, and to explain what activity makes the students achieve and also do these goals. Transferring 21st century skills into visible pedagogical activity demands the students not only awareness of the skills, but also of student-teachers’ pedagogical thinking, and the ability to bridge theory and practice. According to Kansanen (2004), thinking is pedagogical when it relates to the aims and goals of the curriculum. Pedagogical thinking is also the ability to give reasons for one’s solutions with the help of theory. It is about the teacher’s pedagogical beliefs, practical knowledge and theory-in-use behind it. Thus, it is a question of two things: the students’ own learning process and his ability to
guide pupils to practice and also apply 21\textsuperscript{st} CS (compare Rotherham& Willingham, 2010).

In addition, 21\textsuperscript{st} CS must be taken into account in the evaluation of the pupils’ needs analysis already at the planning stage. Adamson and Darling-Hammond (2010) refer to Ahonen, who says that the teaching and evaluation methods of 21\textsuperscript{st} CS are still forming in Finnish schools. Everyone agrees that these skills must be taught and used, but teachers are still asking for research on what methods they should use. The knowledge and skills gained during teacher education can be seen as models for how students become aware of and implement 21\textsuperscript{st} CS as future teachers. The starting point of our training is community, and for this reason the students work in permanent teams (three students in one team) during their education, showing their competence through learning tasks instead of exams. We are of the opinion that the pedagogic thinking of our education works as a model for the students: we are teacher educators, therefore our activity must be in line with the goals of our curriculum. 21\textsuperscript{st} CS should be visible in all learning in teacher training, and it is important to explain this way of thinking to the students, so that they can better understand the connection between theory and practice.

We think implementing 21\textsuperscript{st} CS in schools is possible, but it requires certain factors that have to be taken into account. Firstly, the curriculum must include 21\textsuperscript{st} CS and they must be represented in all subjects, cross-disciplinary, at skills’ level (compare Norrenna, 2013; Vitikka, 2009). Secondly, teacher training must provide the necessary knowledge and skills to use 21\textsuperscript{st} CS. It is a question of the teacher’s pedagogic thinking and views of learning. Teacher training and continued education can support more learner-centered teaching and more versatile methods. Thirdly, assessment must be transparent and include assessment of 21\textsuperscript{st} CS in addition to subject matter. The renewal process of the Finnish national core curriculum is one of the means to improve the situation in Finland. Teacher training faculties have a central role in developing the acquisition of 21\textsuperscript{st} century skills.
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